Agile, member-first insight
accelerates product innovation
How LinkedIn’s product organization involves members across
the entire product development process, to de-risk decisions
and build the right products with the right product-market fit
Member-first is a company-wide mandate from Jeff Weiner, LinkedIn’s CEO, that permeates from his office throughout the
organization. The research team needed a scalable and agile way to gather member feedback, inform product development
and build on what they already knew from their behavioral data. Having ongoing, agile access to member input through their
multiple communities has revolutionized the way they do research at LinkedIn. They’re able to support their entire product
organization to improve members’ experience, drive innovation and revenue and reduce the risk of making the wrong decision.

Challenge
With a members first mandate, the research team had a critical role to play in building empathy for the customer experience
and bringing agile insights back to inform the product development process. Traditional research methods were too slow and
taking months to conduct. Their masses of behavioral data on users didn’t tell them the reasons behind the behavior, leaving
many unanswered questions.

We learn about what customers want and feed that back
to our product development teams to answer specific
customer pain points.
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Solution
Today the insight and product marketing teams work in lockstep with the rest of the
organization to build the right products and ensure the right product-market fit.
Insight communities at LinkedIn have evolved from one small community in 2016 to
eight in 2018 which support their growth engine across four categories: hiring, sales
and marketing, premium as well as their expansion into global markets.
To scale the almost daily activities and needs of the large product organization,
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The team also operate an internal wiki for community best practices, use cases and
prior studies. And they maintain templates for questions and types of studies they
run frequently so they don’t have to reinvent the wheel each time they start a project.
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The connection to behavioral data helps the team serve up studies based on what
they already know about members. For example, reaching out to members who
haven’t posted a profile photo or only access one area of the site on a regular basis.
Asking relevant questions of the right people builds engagement and supports the
members first principle.
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Outcome

About LinkedIn

The collection and application of consent data provides insight at the speed
required by the fast-moving technology industry, where the product development
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Takeaways
Build on what you
already know from
behavioral data to
unlock the why.

Design an insight
workflow to support
agile product
development.

Empower stakeholders
to do their own analysis
and directly interact
with customers

About
Vision Critical
Vision Critical builds customer
trust and creates new business
value through the collection and
application of consent data. With
its unique, relationship-based
approach, Vision Critical’s Sparq
platform lets brands directly
interact with insight communities
of opted-in customers. Unlike
traditional voice of customer
methods, Vision Critical unlocks
the real-time feedback that
companies need to build better
products, deliver better services,
and achieve better business
outcomes hand in hand with
their own highly engaged,
well-profiled customers.
Hundreds of high-performing
organizations across multiple
industries benefit from Vision
Critical’s technology and
guidance. To learn more about
Vision Critical, follow us on
LinkedIn and Twitter, or visit us
at www.visioncritical.com.
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